We study the construction of the maximal controlled invariant set of switched linear systems. We consider two cases, based on whether fast switches are allowed or not. For both cases, iterative algorithms are given to construct such sets.
Introduction
Control of dynamic systems by switchings has been studied intensively. Typical results include stability properties [5] , sliding mode analysis 141 and reachability and controllability properties [61.
In this paper, controlled invariant sets for switched linear systems are considered. In particular, we study the construction of the maximal controlled invariant set (MCIS) contained in a linear space. We consider two types of switched systems, namely, those in which infinitely fast switches are allowed and those in which such switches are not allowed. Throughout the text, we shall refer to the infinitely fast switches as fast switches. The case where fast switches are not allowed is referred to as the case with regular switches.
The organization of the text can be described as follows, Section 2 introduces the notation used in this text and describes the dynamics of the systems under consideration. Section 3 treats the case where only regular switches are allowed. There, an iterative algorithm is given for the construction of the MCIS. Analogously to Section 3, Section 4 deals with the case where fast switches are allowed. It is also shown that the algorithni given in this section is a generalization of that given in the previous. Finally, the last section gives an example of constructing the MCIS of a given switched system using the provided algorithm.
Pdiminaries
By the controlled invariant set of a system, we mean the set of states such that given an initial condition in that set, it is possible (by means of control) to stay within the set [3, 81. 0-7803-7516-5/02/$17.00 02002 IEEE .3174
Throughout this text the following definitions and notations will be used.
We denote a linear system described by the input-state r e p resentatiou f = A x i B u ,
x E x,u E U, for some finite dimensional linear spaces X and U by :(A,@.
The maximal controlled invariant set (space) of t ( A , B )
contained in the linear space X is denoted as V ( A , B , X ) is the maximal linear subspace of X satisfying the following property
It is relatively well known that V'(A,B,V) can be computed using the following iteration [XI.
(1) 00 = x, (24
Vi+, = V i n A -' ( V i + h B ) .
(2b)
It can be proven that after a finite number of steps this iteration will converge to a fixed point, and that the fixed point is V -( A , B , X ) .
The switched linear system described by
where I is an index set, is denoted by Z (A,B,I ). Typically We denote the inputs to the switched linear system as input Pairs (U(f),Ak).
The (state) trajectories of the switched linear system Z ( A , B , l ) under the discrete input A t and continuous input u ( t ) are defined as those for each of which there exists an xo E X such that the following relation holds hue for all
where n, = max{i I ii 5 f}.
( 5 )
This seemingly complex relation can he verbally explained as follows. We thii of the system as linear time-varying, where locally (in time) it behaves just like an ordinary linear system Z(Ai,B;), i E I with input u(f). The timevarying dynamics is due to the discrete input that switches the mode of operation (i.e. changing the pair (As,-L,Bsi-L) into (A&&)) at time instance ri. It can he seen that the inputs characterize the (state) trajectories uniquely (in sense) given the initial condition x(0) = X O .
Fast switches
Control by incorporating fast switches involves switchings a la pulse width modulation control [7] . Let the system be Z ( A , B , { l , . . . ,m}). Let x ( 0 ) = x o and we apply the input pair (u(t),Ak) to the system. The input pair (u(f),Ak) is described as follows. The input signal u ( f ) is a piecewise constant function, where
The discrete input Ak is such that
&l=srn=l.
We also define the sequence (ai)iE{l,...,m> to he Thus we start with the system in mode 1. At time i = t, we switch to mode 2. After that, at time I = 12 we switch to mode 3. We continue doing this until all modes have been reached and then at time I =I, we switch back to mode 1. Further, it is not difficult to derive
We can see in (7) that by allowing fast switches the system can be steered to a direction given by a convex combination of the directions given by the individual modes.
3 Construction of the maximal controlled invariant sets
Systems with only regular switches
Consider the switched linear systems Z(A,B,I). Let X be a subspace of 2. We define the controlled invariant set of Z ( A , B , / ) in X as the set V (not necessarily a linear space) satisfying the following conditions.
V C X .
For any xo E V , there exists an input pair (u(~;xo),Ak(xo)) such that the trajectory of the system remains in V for all I >_ 0.
We can also introduce the notion of maximal controlled invariant set (MCIS) of Z(A,B,/) in the space X as V * ( Z ( A , B , / ) , K ) or just V -( Z , X ) for brevity. The MCIS V ' ( Z , X ) has the additional property that it contains every controlled invariant set of Z(A,B,I) in X .
In the following, we present two properties of the controlled invariant sets.
If VI and V2 are both controlled invariant sets of Z(A,B,/)in X,thensoisV~UVz.
Let V be a controlled invariant set of Z(A,B,I) in X.
Define ext(V) as the scalar extension of V , where m ( V ) = { x I3h#O,hE Bs.r. hx E V}.
ext(V) is also a controlled invariant set of Z(A,B,I) in X.
Both properties imply that V * ( Z , X ) is a union of linear spaces. We therefore define the concepts of space arrangements and tangent space arrangements as follows. (10) is true. It follows that (9) Assume that V is a fixed point of (8b). i.e.
Hence for every x E V , there exist j and k such that the following relations are all valid.
I S k s r n ,
and Therefore P is a controlled invariant space arrangement.
(e=) Assume that P is a conbolled invariant space arrange-
It implies the existence of j , k E { 1.. .n} such that x E oj and Akx E oj +hi%. Hence (1 1) is satisfied and therefore
AkXE Tfr(X)+ImBk,.
is a fixed point of (8h). 
V is the maxfmal controlled invariant space arrangement of
Z(A,B,I) contained in X .
Proof: V is a fixed point of (8b). By Lemma 4 we know that V is a controlled invariant space arrangement. Moreover, any controlled invariant space arrangement in Xis included in Vo. By Lemma 5 it follows that any controlled invariant space arrangement in X i s included in V. Hence V is the maximal controlled invariant space arrangement. rn
The next logical question to ask is whether the iteration will terminate at all. Indeed, it can he proven that the iteration is guaranteed to converge after at most dim(X) steps. However, due to space limitation, the proof will not be presented here.
In addition, given that the iteration terminates, we can infer the following result. 
JE? (I) where ? ( I ) is the power set of I .
Theorem 11 For any f E R+, let x ( t ) = xo. We are able to steer the trajectory (possibly with fast switches) such that A(t) = w ifandonly ifw E vel(x0) Compare (27) with (7). We see that we can steerx = w, The following proposition can be proved about this iteration.
ProoE
(
Proof: V i s a fixed point of the iteration (28b) means

V = { x~V I v e l ( x ) n T v ( x ) # B ) .
Hence for every x E V, there is a v E vel(x) such that v is also an element of Tv(x). From Theorem I1 we know that we can steer x to v and thus keeping the trajectory from leaving V.
We now know that if iteration (28b) converges to a fixed point V, V is a controlled invariant set. In addition, since it can be seen easily that Vi+, c Vi, we also know that V C X.
In order to establish the maximality of the fixed point of iteration (28), let us consider the following lemma, which is analogous to Lemma 5.
Lemma 14 Let V be a controlled invariant set. IfV is contained in some Vj then V is also contained in all Vj, j > i.
Proof: Take any element x E V C Vi. Since V is a controlled invariant set, there is a v E vel(x) such that v i s also an element of T&). But, this also means that v E Ty(x).
Hence vel(x) n T i ( x ) # 0, and from (28b) this implies that x E V c Vi+,. The lemma is proved by incorporating this argument in an induction scheme. ProoE V is a fixed point of (2Xb). By Proposition 13, we know that V is a controlled invariant set. Moreover, using Lemma 14, we also know that every controlled invariant set in V are also in V. Hence V is maximal.
rn
The algorithm for systems with fast switches given in (28) is a generalization of that given in (8) for systems with only regular switches. Notice that in this case m vel(x) = U (Axx+ ImBk).
(29) k= I Iteration (28) starts with a linear space X which is also a space arrangement. We will show that (28b) equals (Xb), given (29) and the fact that Vi is a space arrangement. Let 
j=I k=I
Observe that (30) is equivalent to (8h) 4 
Example
The following example is adopted from 
(32)
Continuing the iteration will reveal that V I is maximum. This result agrees with the result presented in [7] , that in X\Vl it is not possible to find a suitable duty ratio such that X is controlled invariant.
